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Arcurial’s first semester of 2018 was marked by 

several auction-events (Monaco sessions, Rétromobile 2018, 

Le Mans Classic, Il était une fois… le Ritz Paris, C.R.E.A.M, 

Japanese print collections), namely for modern and 

contemporary art with the auction of Zao Wou-Ki, Paul 

Gauguin, Fernand Léger, Vincent van Gogh pieces... The 

auction house thus totalled €118 M / $138,1 M during the 6 

first months of 2018, a progression of 27% compared to the 

first semester of 2017. 

 

For the second semester, Artcurial hosted many events, 

including cultural exhibitions in Paris in September, and 

several event-auctions including the now traditional Design 

auction during the FIAC, this year devoted to Ettore Sottsass.  

 

 



 
 

 

From 7
th

 to 14
th

 September 2018, Artcurial will host an 

exclusive exhibition during the Paris Biennale. Organised and 

initiated by journalist and founder of the Collectif de la fleur 

française Sixtine Dubly, it is named Epiphyte after the plants 

using another plant to support themselves and grow. 

 

The auction house has invited 10 emerging florists from the 

French and international scene to participate in an innovative 

dialogue. Each one has free range to invent a floral creation 

based upon an important piece up for auction in the course 

of the 2
nd

 semester 2018 by one of the 25 specialised in-

house departments.  

 

Pierre Banchereau (Maison Debeaulieu), Louis-Géraud Castor 

(Castor fleuriste), Catalina Lainé, Jefferson Fouquet and Rica 

Araï, will be present. These talents, who practice their art in 

France, London and in New York will each interpret a piece 

of their choice by creating an ephemeral floral arrangement.   

These creations are inspired by the works of Lucio Fontana, 

Diego Giacometti, René Lalique, Théodore Géricault or Ettore 

Sottsass. 

 

 

 

For a week, mid-September, and after 2 years of secret work 

in more than 10 engraving, lithograph and serigraph 

workshops, MEL Publisher, the art editors establishment 

created by Michel-Edouard Leclerc, will present and auction 

70 prints. On a unique scale for this environment, this event 

will invest the entire first floor of Artcurial for an exhibition 

gathering more than 40 artists (Nicolas Crécy, Hervé di Rosa, 

Philippe Druillet, Olivier Masmonteil, Francoise Pétrovitch, 

Ernest Pignon-Ernest, Art Spiegelman, Barthélémy Toguo ...). 

The prints will be available for auction at the Artcurial 

bookshop and, for fans who cannot come to us, on the 

website www.melpublisher.com. 

 

MEL Publisher was established in 2014 by Michel-Édouard 

Leclerc and Natalia Olzoeva-Leclerc. The publishing house 

aims to promote and democratise contemporary artists, 

defended by Michel-Édouard Leclerc. Editor of referential 

monographies, MEL Publisher also produces signed art 

editions by internationally recognised contemporary artists.  

 

Involved in a logic of artistic de-compartmentalisation, MEL 

Publisher strives to bring together artists from various 

http://www.melpublisher.com/


 
 

backgrounds such as comics or contemporary art. In close 

collaboration with artists and printers, MEL Publisher invests 

to create works representative of each artists approach. 

 

 

The prints released by MEL Publisher are mostly limited to 35 

copies, all numbered and signed by the artist. The prices of 

these prints vary between 200 € and 4000 € depending on 

the number of prints, the artist and the size of the piece. The 

average price for a MEL print is 600 €. 

 

 

 

 

The first auction of the semester will be as unique as it is 

bucolic, offering ancient fireplaces, parks and garden 

ornaments, monumental sculptures and statuary ... An ode 

to classic decoration through nearly 500 lots including a 

variety of eclectic objects, from mirrors to the garden gate, 

spanning from the 17th century to the present day. Time 

seems to come to a standstill near these stones marked by 

history, and under the gaze of statutes that have crossed 

through ages, as did the set of sphinxes ridden by cherubs 

holding garlands, in Saint-Maximin stone (estimate: €120,000 

- 160,000 / $140,400 - 187,200). Enthusiasts and collectors will 

be seduced by the charm of these unique pieces, including 

the finely carved and decorated fireplaces. 

 

 Remarkable architectural element, the 19th century Italian 

Renaissance style park ornament, designed by English 

architect John Shaw Jr, will appeal to enthusiasts and 

collectors in search of harmonious and elaborate pieces. 

Owned by the Brooke family from the early eighteenth 

century until 1899, it is estimated €120,000 – 160,000 / 

$140,400 – 187,200. From 1850, Samuel Bendry Brooke 

undertook the renovation of Cowbridge House, and 

entrusted construction execution to celebrated architect 

John Shaw Jr. Revealed in 1840 for being aqwarded the 

reconstruction project of the Royal Naval School (Goldsmiths 

University), Shaw revisits Renaissance style, in a true break 

with the trend of the time still marked by Gothic style. For 

the Cowbridge House, he plans at the southern end of the 

house a clever tiered Italian-style garden Italian for which he 

creates this park element. 

 



 
 

 

 

To mark « Année Foujita » and the exhibition dedicated to 

him at the Musée Maillol, the Foujita foundation, in 

partnership with Artcurial, will host an auction of pieces by 

the artist on 9
th

 October, in the recently renovated Hotel 

Lutetia.  

 
The Foundation has invited some forty artists to pay tribute 

to Foujita by creating a piece of their choice, created 

expressly for auction. The starting price is €1000. Funds will 

be entirely devoted to developing art projects and creative 

activities hosted by the Apprentis d’Auteuil establishment. 

 

Director screenwriter Danièle Thompson, whose father, 

Gérard Oury was a close friend of Foujita, will patron of the 

event.  

 

 

On Tuesday 16
th

 October 2018, Artcurial will devote a 

morning to nearly a century of Russian creation in Paris, from 

1890 to the 1970’s. 80 pieces will be presented, with a global 

estimate of €1,2M – 1,6M/ $1,4M – 1,9M.  

 

A large majority of the pieces are sourced from one same 

collection, the Tatiana and Georges Khatsenkov collection. 

Pieces presented at this auction will astonish by their 

pictorial style, far removed from the common imaginary of 

Russian abstract art or of propaganda. More figurative, these 

pieces are of an unexpected modernism.   

 

In the early 20
th

 century, France met with the first wave of 

Russian artist immigration following the Pogrom 

orchestrated against Russian Jews by the Christian majority. 

A large number of painters and sculptures chose to 

permanently move to Paris. Natalia Gontcharova was one of 

these artists and her oil on canvas Scène devant un puit 

carries an estimate of €275,000 – 350,000 / $321,750 – 

409,500. 

 

For the fifth consecutive year, Artcurial will host an auction 

entirely dedicated to Design, held during the FIAC. 

Following the resounding success of Charlotte For Ever last 

year, dedicated to Charlotte Perriand including three new 



 
 

world records for pieces by the artist, designer Ettore 

Sottsass takes centre stage during this auction dedicated to 

his work.  

 

Since the artist’s death in 2007, never has he been so 

acclaimed. Repertorio Sottsass offers a unique portrait of the 

creator, exploring all his periods and supports used, from 

furniture to emails, and including paint, ceramic and glass 

throughout 40 carefully selected lots.  

 

 

 

On 21
st
 March, Artcurial’s Ancient and 19

th
 century masters’ 

department offered a pastel of Charles Perrault at auction. The 

piece, pre-empted by the Château de Versailles, was a 

preparatory sketch for the missing painting. However, following 

our auction, the oil portrait reappeared! This will be one the major 

auctions held by Artcurial, in November 2018. 
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